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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Fixed 3566 MBT adapter Requests for tick data could yield error 26. 

Fixed 3567 C2 adapter C2 adapter did not work properly. 

Fixed 3569 Market Replay Resolved inconsistency on handling accounts for NS strategies 

Fixed 3570 General Resolved "AssemblyResolveEvent handlers cannot return Assemblies loaded for reflection only" issue. 

Fixed 3571 Time And Sales T&S window did not persist the columns settings 

Fixed 3572 Chart Trader There could be rare conditions after minimizing/maximizing Chart Trader where PnL had not been shown 

although "Show PnL when flat" was set. 

Fixed 3573 Executions tab Right click->Add execution would throw assert as the license was a sim license.  

Fixed 3574 ZenFire adapter Filter "invalid" trades (like they happened on EUREX recently) 

Fixed 3575 Charts On charts there could be a gap in data on session before last day's session. 

Fixed 3576 Historical Data 

Manager 

User could not save modification after removing last exclusion from HDM. 

Fixed 3577 Strategy Analyzer Bar series dialog in toolbar was not disabled in SA 

Fixed 3578 Strategy 

Performance 

window 

Strategy performance window was left disabled after pressing 'no' on question, if window should be closed 

on removing strategy from chart. 

Fixed 3579 Strategy Analyzer SA could crash when chart open after back test, and user changes instruments (clicks instruments in tree 

view) in rapid succession. 

Fixed 3580 Market Replay Clicking on chart canvas after rewind on MR is triggered could crash NT. 

Fixed 3581 Charts V value of anchors of chart objects could change when property dialog was opened. 

Fixed 3582 Strategy Analyzer The tab sequence summary->chart->summary->chart would make custom color series ineffective 

Fixed 3583 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Signal handling etc. still could have been triggered on live incoming executions although Unmanaged=true. 

Fixed 3584 NinjaScript 

strategies 

NS strategies did not properly recover their live orders on restoring after NT restart which caused several 

issues in syncing when re-enabling. 

Fixed 3585 TDA adapter Updated to latest TDA API V130 

Fixed 3586 TDA adapter Changed logic on requesting historical daily data to resolve issues related to incorrect from/to dates. 

Fixed 3587 Strategies grid Strategy in Strategies grid could have had the Enabled check box be displayed as "Disabled" despite it 

actually being "Enabled" 
 


